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WIRELESS LIGHTING CONTROLS
Create smarter lighting installations with Steon’s wireless
control and monitoring systems

STEON’S LIGHT
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
The lighting industry is rapidly progressing,
the latest technological advance is the
introduction of intelligent lighting control and
management systems.
Steon have developed an all-inclusive
portfolio of control and monitoring systems
that are suitable for a range of applications.
With the simple installation of these systems
clients have full control over their lighting
and are able to benefit from a drastic
reduction in energy consumption and
maintenance costs.

COSTS
Light management systems are
a cost-effective way to increase
efficiency across an installation.
Clients can utilise heat mapping,
scene setting and daylight
harvesting to significantly reduce
energy consumption and increase
luminaire life cycles.

CONTROL
Management systems allow clients
to monitor and control their lighting
installation via an online portal.
Here they have access to real-time
lighting performance and reports
whilst also having the ability to view
historic information.

FLEXIBILITY
With our light management
systems, a new lighting solution
can be remotely adjusted through
the portal at any time. Utilising
this portal, clients have peace of
mind they can dynamically tune
the functionality of their lighting
solutions without the need of
specialist engineers.

PRO ECO

®

HOW DOES PRO ECO WORK?
All luminaires are fitted with a wireless module which is capable of sending and receiving

PRO ECO is our latest and most versatile control and
monitoring system.
Utilising cloud-based and IoT technology, this solution provides clients with unprecedented
access to real-time information and lighting performance. The PRO ECO system has an

wireless signals. By communicating with neighbouring devices, the luminaires create an
adaptive mesh network. Throughout this mesh, data packets are transmitted and received;
all this information is returned to the PRO ECO collator.
The collator consolidates and enables access to the live data via the client’s online portal.
Remotely the client can access, interact and adjust the installation in real time.

operational frequency of 868MHz and allows users to benefit from the added flexibility of
managing and fine-tuning their installation via their own online portal.

SUITABLE APPLICATIONS FOR PRO ECO INCLUDE ...

Social Housing

Industrial & Transport

Retail

Sports Facilities

Commercial

Healthcare
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Install

Commission

Download

Control

Luminaires installed
with their PRO ECO
nodes.

Steon will attend
site to commission
the installation in
line with the client’s
requirements.
Steon will provide
complimentary
training in the use
and varied features
of the solution.

Once all luminaires
are installed and
configured the end
user can easily
download emergency
testing reports,
energy graphs
and heatmapping
animations.

Users can now
monitor and control
their lighting
installation remotely
via their online
portal.

WHAT IS POSSIBLE WITH PRO ECO?
Light Management
The online portal can be accessed from anywhere and allows users

Automated Emergency Testing
Say goodbye to the time-consuming task of manually undertaking
emergency testing. The PRO ECO system has revolutionised
emergency testing by allowing clients to automatically conduct both

to monitor and control lighting installations across multiple sites via
an internet browser, without the need for specialist software. Clients
can manage their lighting dynamically, review current and historic
emergency performance reports and use the information available to
action remedial work as necessary.

function and duration tests without the need for a technician to
attend site. If any failures are detected the system will identify the
fault and the location of the luminaires in question before sending an
email notification so maintenance can be arranged accordingly.

Time Control
With the calendar and timer functionality, users are able to set

Site Maintenance

scenes and lighting programmes dependent upon seasonal changes,
times of day or the general purpose of an area at a given time.

The real-time feedback provided by the PRO ECO system can
considerably reduce property portfolio maintenance costs. Users can
make informed decisions when assigning resources and personnel.
The self-reporting nature of the system mitigates the administration
and timely procedures of reporting faults by doing so automatically.

Occupancy Sensing
PRO ECO nodes detect when an area is occupied and adjust the
lighting level accordingly. Occupancy sensing allows for maximum

Heat Mapping

energy savings whilst ensuring that areas are always suitably and
safely illuminated.

Through heatmapping technology, PRO ECO allows the client to
monitor the relative occupancy of any lit space. From analysing
the report, users can further tailor their lighting to the individual
business needs, often resulting in operational savings.
Heatmapping offers significant benefits to retail applications as the
reports provide further insight into most visited areas if a store This

“We were so impressed with PRO ECO’s automated emergency testing. We have significantly
reduced our maintenance expenses and can’t believe how simple the online portal is to use.”

could help business owners recognise which areas within the store
are receiving the most attention.

- Places for People

bluC NNECT

®

Control your lighting installation
from the app
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bluCONNECT is based on Bluetooth Low Energy Mesh, a
state-of-the-art wireless technology.

The bluCONNECT app is intuitive and user-friendly. Our lighting
control technology allows users to implement and develop anything
needed for a full featured lighting control system.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The bluCONNECT system provides a mesh network where all the intelligence of the
system is replicated in every node and therefore creates a system with no single points
of failure. This self-organising mesh network can control a large number of luminaires
and allows units to go offline and catch up from others when they return.

APPLICATIONS
The bluCONNECT system provides professional level control and is remarkably scalable. It is
a versatile solution suitable for anything from a small domestic project to a large multi-site
commercial application.

Simple to set up
bluCONNECT has a unique gallery feature making control more
intuitive than ever. Users simply take photos of a space, or upload
a floor plan to the app, and mark the positions of the luminaires.
The images then appear in a gallery within the app, with luminaires
shown, and users simply tap the one they want to control.

Showrooms

Historic buildings

Residential accommodation

Grouping luminaires

Scene setting

Grouping luminaires in the bluCONNECT app is

Different lighting arrangements can be pre-set

simple. Once luminaires are grouped, they can

for different occasions. It’s possible to control

be controlled simultaneously, or the group can

multiple luminaires with one tap to create the

be expanded for individual control.

perfect ambience for a given occasion.

Occupancy sensing

Synchronisation

?

BENEFITS OF bluCONNECT?

Time control

Sensors detect when an area is occupied and

The system is granular with all the intelligence

adjust the lux level accordingly. Occupancy

replicated in each node. With continual

sensing allows for maximum energy savings

synchronisation the system is self-organising.

whilst ensuring that areas are always suitably

Units can go offline and resynchronise with

illuminated.

neighbouring units when it is reintroduced.

Daylight harvesting
Colour temperature
control

With the calendar and timer functionality,

bluCONNECT utilises as much natural light

scenes and animations can be turned on and

as possible and dims the artificial light as

off based on a convenient time, date or certain

appropriate. Daylight harvesting reduces energy

weekdays to fit seasons and different activities.

consumption significantly and ensures that the

Within the app, colour temperature can be

bluCONNECT is scalable, the system is equally

correct lux level is maintained at all times.

adjusted with the use of a sliding scale. Clients

suited to a one room installation as it is to

can choose any colour from warm white

several installations across commercial sites.

through to cool white.

Scalable

SMART MESH

How can your
business benefit?
®

Industrial applications
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Increase productivity by utilising task-tuning to create
different lighting environments for different tasks.

3m

SMARTMESH utilises market proven wireless ZigBee technology
in the form of 2.4GHz self-healing mesh network. Today ZigBee is
the most widely developed communication protocol and opens up
communication possibilities with numerous 3rd party devices.

• Upon presence detection, luminaires increase
their output to deliver pre-set lux levels for safe
working conditions without needlessly illuminating
vacant areas.

3.6m

• Clients can control the lighting remotely with the
intuitive app.

The SMARTMESH system is comprised of two sensors, one of which
has a detection diameter of 3.6 metres at a 3 metre mounting height,

16m

whilst the other has a detection diameter of 16 metres at a 16 metre

• Utilising daylight harvesting, dimming and
scheduling to reduce energy consumption.

mounting height. SMARTMESH is suitable for applications with high
ceilings such as commercial offices, educational facilities, healthcare
buildings and industrial areas.

Boost efficiency and safety in warehouses

16m

Offices

Maximise performance with SMARTMESH
Use SMARTMESH to create a comfortable well-lit
office environment to enhance employee well-being.
• Workers can be granted access to adjust the
lighting in their environment to their own
personal preference.

How does
SMARTMESH work?

• Access the online portal to review where further
energy efficiencies can be made.
• Offices with multiple purposes can be preprogrammed and switched between depending on
the use of the space at the time.

SMARTMESH sensors are installed into Steon luminaires and communicate to each other
through a self-healing mesh network. The mesh enables wireless grouping, daylight
harvesting, occupancy sensing and task tuning across all luminaires. The result is a cost
effective and easy-to-design-in solution which promises greater efficiencies.
The optional on-site gateway gathers all the installation performance information and relays
this to a secure online portal which users can access remotely from any internet browser.

Educational Facilities

Optimise learning with well-lit classrooms
Create improved educational environments which aid
academic success.
• Utilise task-tuning to ensure areas are suitably
illuminated for different tasks (e.g. dimming
luminaires by the whiteboard for improved vision)
• Allow the daylight harvesting feature to utilise
natural light and reduce energy consumption.
• Ensure staff and student safety with occupancy
sensing and pre-set lux levels.

BENEFITS OF SMARTMESH?
Occupancy sensing / grouping luminaires
SMARTMESH allows sensors to work individually or in groups.
Once presence is detected in a certain area the luminaire, or

Simple commissioning

luminaires within that group, will increase their output whilst other
zones remain off or at a courtesy level. This system ensures safety

SMARTMESH can be easily programmed via a smartphone with the

as there will always be appropriate levels of lighting but also reduces

app, that offers immense flexibility to commission luminaires into

energy consumption by avoiding unnecessary or surplus illumination.

groups and further divided into zones as and when required.

Multi-site management
Task-tuning

As your business grows and the number of sites that you work

SMARTMESH allows clients to adapt lighting and make it suitable

from expands, your connected lighting infrastructure can again

for specific tasks. Task-tuning is a reliable way to generate the

be monitored and interacted in the same way; remotely with full

correct light environment whilst also delivering operational energy

control from an internet browser.

efficiencies.

Daylight harvesting
SMARTMESH utilises as much natural light as possible and
dynamically adjusts the artificial illumination as appropriate.
Daylight harvesting reduces energy consumption significantly and
ensures that the correct lux level is maintained at all times.

Integration and compatibility
As SMARTMESH is an open source system, it allows the sharing
of lighting data with other IT and building management systems.
The lighting data from the installation can be used by 3rd party
systems or a 3rd party system can even operate as the interface
to control the lighting installation.

Comparison Matrix
FUNCTIONALITY

PRO ECO bluC NNECT
®

®
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SMART MESH
Powered by Philips

OCCUPANCY SENSING

✓

✓

✓

DAYLIGHT HARVESTING

✓

✓

✓

SCENE SETTING

✓

✓

✓

SWITCH INTEGRATION

✓

✓

GROUPING

✓

✓

✓

TIME CONTROL

✓

✓

✓*

EMERGENCY TESTING

✓

ENERGY MONITORING

✓

✓

✓

OFF-SITE MONITORING

✓

✓*

✓*

REMOTE SCHEDULING

✓

COLOUR TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

✓

✓*
✓

LIGHTING ANIMATIONS

✓

IBEACON

✓

END USER COMMISSIONED

✓*

868MHZ

✓

BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY
2.4GHZ

✓
✓

✓

ZIGBEE 2.4GHZ
MESH NETWORK

* Optional

✓

✓*

✓

✓

Contact Us
If you would like any more information or have any questions regarding our control
and monitoring systems, please contact a member of our technical team.

01282 448666
sales@steon.com

